Motorhomes
2007

Grenzenlos wohlfühlen

In the exhibition
room, which is
flooded with
light, visitors will
find a constantly
updated crosssection of the
current Bürstner
range.

High-precision work:
Every Bürstner
motorhome is created as a threedimensional computer model, which is
thoroughly designed
down to the tiniest
detail before the
first prototype is
built.

Proof of quality: Development,
production and sales at
Bürstner are certified according to international standard
ISO 9001:2000.
The Bürstner
Service Centre in
Kehl-Neumühl.
This is where
customers and
dealers will find
technical support.

1996

The I-model was the first fully integrated
motorhome from Bürstner. An example of
how to travel in ultimate luxury.

Sewing department:
The textile design
interiors for your
motorhome are the
result of a well-established process in
which high-tech and
the expertise of
experienced seamstresses go hand in
hand.

2001

The T-Avantgarde interprets the advantages of a partially integrated model in a
particularly sophisticated way.

2003

Once again Bürstner sets new standards in
design with the Delfin, and is the first manufacturer to introduce the Renault Master II.

2006

The MegaVan combines the advantages
of a partially integrated model with a
fully integrated motorhome.

Key:

Refrigerator (total capacity)
Gas hob with at
least three burners
Fresh water tank

Waste water tank

Navigation system

C 6002 heating system

Particle filter

Three-point seat belts

ABS
Supplementary heat
exchanger (body)
Underfloor utility area

Cab air-conditioning

Garage version

Airbag

Interior sprung mattresses

The allure of
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The new face of Bürstner
— Colours and shapes expressing
holiday enjoyment.
Bürstner motorhomes make an impact on
the road. Striking shapes set new trends.
Flowing lines demonstrate high-precision
aerodynamics. Expressive colours become
symbols of pure vitality.

colours and forms.
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New developments at Bürstner,
Mobile Style with Comfort
— so that you feel at home
immediately, wherever you are.
The interiors of Bürstner motorhomes
have reached a new dimension. The
rigid bench seats have been developed
to become the Travellounge® or the
Reliner® sofa. The toilet compartment
has become the spacious bathroom with
an impressive amount of room, and the
sky-roof makes the space appear in an
entirely new light.

reliner® sofa
with multiple
adjustment

Modern
media
column

Space flooded with
light thanks to the
skyroof®.
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The partially-integrated models
In a partially-integrated Bürstner motorhome, you
can undertake even long motorway journeys in a
relaxed and comfortable manner. Its low centre of
gravity ensures pleasant handling characteristics.
The compact, low design turns even curving country lanes and narrow roads through villages into
a pleasure. The clever way the cab is integrated
into the living area, depending on the floor plan,
provides plenty of room and freedom of
movement.

The fully-integrated models
In the top category of Bürstner motorhomes you sit
right in the middle of your living room, even while you
are driving. You are surrounded by an ambience that
exudes exquisite luxury, experiencing the passing
scenery through a huge, panoramic windscreen.

The alcove model

Marano

Entry-level leisure mobility.

Solano

Living and travelling in luxury.

Delfin

Quite simply in a class of its own.

Delfin Performance

An eye-catcher with inner values.

MegaVan

The sum of creative ideas and
innovative solutions.

Aviano

Superior travel in luxurious
surroundings.

Elegance

Enjoying your leisure time in complete luxury.

Levanto

The classic for the whole family.

Living, seating and sleeping comfort,
kitchen and bathroom fittings, quality,
technology, options, floor plans, fabrics

Complete equipment and room
for special requests

Are you looking for a motorhome with plenty of
room for living and sleeping, and do you value
generous storage space? The classic alcove motorhomes from Bürstner will fit the bill perfectly.

Bürstner has it all
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New lighting
concept:
Multi Lux

2007

Impressive
kitchen
technology:
TEC Tower

A spatial miracle: the
spacious bathroom

travellounge®: The
variable bench seat

Novalife® upholstery
from Bürstner received the
Caravanning Design Award
in 2006.
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The Marano is particularly good value for
money, and is at the same time fully equipped.
It offers a lot as standard.
8 -13
With its excellent driving comfort the Solano
enables relaxed travel, and turns even long
journeys into a pleasure.
14 - 19
The Delfin appeals to people with a feel for
aesthetics. The living comfort it offers will
meet even the highest expectations.
20 - 25
The Delfin Performance is aimed at active people.
Its intelligent underfloor storage area offers plenty
of room for everything that turns leisure into an
experience.

26 - 31

The MegaVan takes an entirely new approach.
Its intelligent spatial concept combines the
advantages of a partially-integrated design
with those of an integrated motorhome.

32 - 37

The Aviano is cost-effective opportunity to drive
an integrated motorhome. Its equipment is comprehensive, and its price attractive.
38 - 43
The Elegance is primarily used by people who
value an independent lifestyle, and who want
to experience nature in luxurious surroundings.
44 - 49
With its large alcove, the Levanto offers plenty
of room for everyone. That makes it the perfect
basis for an adventure holiday with the entire
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Bürstner motorhomes have nothing to fear from
any comparison. They embody the comfort and
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most important special requests can be included in
the package at impressive prices, depending on the
model.
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The completely
different entrylevel class
– absolutely complete and astonishingly
good value.

Even if you are looking for a value-for-money
motorhome, you don't have to lose out on
comfort and equipment. The Marano offers
everything you value on your travels. And at
an all-in price that has nothing to fear from
any comparison.
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Compact format: an open floor plan with a spacious L-shaped kitchen that never feels cramped, despite its compact
dimensions. Marano t 580, living design Morocco.
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Marano t 580

11

Double benefit:
The front seating
group turns into
a second bed in a
trice.

Living area layout:
Variable table and
six seats.

Practical:
Completelyequipped
bathroom with
integrated
shower.

Marano t 580 – its strengths:

+
+
+
+
+

Compact dimensions with
space-saving floor plans
Complete equipment with
many extras as standard
Well thought-out use of space
with lots of storage

Solid locking
function while
on the move.

Comfortable beds with pocketsprung mattresses
Fixed bed with slatted frame

L-shaped kitchen:
Completely
equipped with
plenty of storage
space and work
surfaces (export
version).
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The floor plans:

Marano t 580

Marano t 585

The views:
The Marano is available in
four floor plan options,
which focus on different
aspects. You have a choice
between the popular
fore-and-aft bed with
bathroom on the side,
and an extra-wide bed
built across the vehicle,
with a large rear storage
compartment.

An unusual feature for a motorhome in this category is
the opportunity to choose between four colour options.
In addition to the standard design in white with grey skirts

Standard

there is the alternative with blue skirts. The Flamenco and
Fire versions are available for an extra charge.

Flamenco

Marano t 590

Marano t 595

Fire

Standard,
skirts: blue Fire

Flamenco

Marano t 640

Fixed bed
Seating areas
Bathroom/Toilet
Kitchen
Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Fire

Standard skirts: blue

Standard
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Sleeping well: soft, pocket-sprung
mattress (package) with slatted frame.

The details:

Brief summary:

Energy reserves: The
extra low-mounted
gas cylinders are easy
to install and remove.

13

Striking: Automobile-style
rear lights, vertically aligned
for optimum clarity and
visibility to the rear.

90 l

120 l

Marano – the strengths:

Perfect styling:
Elegantly fluent
transition between
cab and body.

Large hatch: Easy
access to the large
storage compartment under the bed
(depending on the
model).

+
+
+
+
+

Extremely comfortable beds with
slatted frames and pocket-spring
mattresses (packages)
Low-mounted gas cylinder
compartment for easy loading
Radio system including loudspeakers in the living area.
Choice of exterior design in
white/grey or white/blue
(at no extra charge)
Special Flamenco and Fire paint
finishes, optional extras

Standard equipment including
package
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Enjoy stress-free
travel
— and experience
Europe in complete
luxury.

The Solano and its predecessors have been among the
most popular motorhomes from Bürstner for many years.
And for good reason. It has attractive styling and is also
manoeuvrable enough for eventful city tours. At the same
time, it also offers precisely the kind of long-distance comfort that frequent travellers really appreciate.
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15
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First-class comfort: There can be no cosier seating group. Travel Lounge® bench seat (optional extra) with adjustable
backrest. Table with extra tabletop that can be swung out for more surface area. Easy-care novalife® upholstery
with a soft feel almost like leather.

Novalife® upholstery
from Bürstner received the
Caravanning Design Award
in 2006.
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Reading light: "Multi-Lux"
lighting rail with adjustable
halogen reading spotlights,
which can be positioned
and aligned just as you like.

Privacy: Perfectly
integrated Remis
blackout blinds
for the windscreen and cab side
windows.

Solano t 615

17

Sleeping comfort:
Rear bed with
pocket-sprung
mattress. Divided
slatted frame, folding up for easy
access to the storage compartment.

Solano t 615 – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+

Optimum driving characteristics
for comfortable long-distance
trips.
Radio with navigation system
incl. Europe CD (package)
Modern design with wide-edge
trims and striking rear end
Special paint finishes, Silver,
Fire and Ocean, available on
request
Comprehensive standard
features

Drawer with telescopic runners for optimum
utilisation of the storage compartment, right
into the furthest corners.

L-shaped kitchen: Lots of work surface as
a result of the flush fitting sink and hob
with cover.
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The floor plans:

The views:

In the case of the Bürstner
Solano you have a choice of
five floor plans – with foreand-aft or transverse double
bed, or even two single beds.

The Solano sports slim
lines with fluent transitions between the
cab and the body. In
addition to the classic
version in white with
grey skirts there are
now three other
versions, each with its
own colour scheme:
Silver, Fire and Ocean.

Solano t 615

Standard

Silver

Solano t 695 G

Solano t 700

Solano t 710

Fire

Ocean

Standard

Solano t 720 G

Fixed bed
Seating areas
Bathroom/Toilet
Kitchen
Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Fire

Ocean
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Helpful: Aluminium
handle right next to
the door for climbing
up.

The details:
Skiing fun:
Vertical storage
compartment
with external
door; a secure
place to keep
your skiing gear.
Solano t 710.

Supplementary heating:
Heat exchanger for the
living area, which can be
used when the vehicle is
in motion. (Package)

Brief summary:

Solano package:

Space-saving: Toilet
compartment with
integrated shower
and space-saving
lamellar door.

√
√
√
√
√

Radio with navigation system
and Europe CD

19

Skyroof® roof-light
Rotating driver's and front
passenger's seats
C 6002 heating system
Additional heat exchanger
for the living area
90 l

120 l

Fluent styling:
Seamless integration of cab and
body (illustration: Solano
Ocean)

Skyroof®: Pleasure with
sunny prospects
(illustration: Solano Fire).

Solano – the strengths:

Loading hatch:
External storage
compartment for
easy access to the
storage area.

+
+
+
+

Practical cab blackout with
Remis cassette roller blinds
A choice of elaborately finished
upholstery in 10 design schemes
Standard equipment including
package

exterior designs
Kitchen with functional fully
extending drawers
Striking: Rear end with moulded section
and elegantly integrated rear lights.
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In a class of its
own — unfettered
travel in style and
comfort.

The Bürstner Delfin is a real eye-catcher among partially-integrated
motorhomes. Interest is triggered by its automotive design in three
coordinated shades. The visually contrasting mobile home body harmonises perfectly with the striking appearance of the Renault Master.

21
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A comfortable ambience: Fine wooden surfaces, elaborately finished upholstery and an
unrestricted impression of space, which never gives rise to feelings of confinement. Living
design Granada.
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Unobstructed view:
The space above the
cab and seating group
is flooded with light,
thanks to the Skyroof®
with its roller blackout
blind

23

Relaxed seating:
Comfortable
seating group,
hook-in table
with extension.
(standard)

Functional:
Elegant bathroom
area with extending medicine
cabinet for
everything you
might need.

Delfin – the strengths:

+

Automotive design in the three
shades of White, Silver and Blue
(also available in Fire, as an
optional extra)

+
+
+
+

Bright, friendly interior in
Golden Alder design
150-litre refrigerator, incl.
separate 26-litre freezer section
Powerful engines
Comprehensive standard
features

Clear structure: subdivided areas for living,
cooking and sleeping.
novalife® Brown upholstery design

L-shaped kitchen:
large work surface
and generous
storage space with
particularly elegant
styling.
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The floor plans:

The views:

The Bürstner Delfin is available in
two floor plans. Common to all the
models are a large storage compartment and a bathroom with
separate shower.

The interesting design
with three-colour
paintwork makes
the Delfin a real
eye-catcher among
the motorhomes. It is
also available in the
special Fire paint
finish.

Fire
Delfin
t 680

Delfin
t 695 G

Fire

Garage version

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet

Standard

Standard
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Delfin package:

The details:

Brief summary:

√
√
√
√

Blaupunkt Travelpilot Exact radio with
navigation and Europe CD
Oven
Skyroof® roof-light
Truma C 6002 heating system

25

Everything in
sight: Service
panel for monitoring the onboard utilities.

Privacy: Remis blackout blinds, perfectly
integrated into the window frames for
the windscreen and cab side windows.

Light trap: Stylishly
integrated Skyroof®
roof-light with
opening mechanism
(package).

90 l

130 l

Delfin – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+
Driving pleasure: A comfortable ride almost like in a limousine,
underlined by a cockpit with wood inlays (optional extra).

Comprehensive safety
features as standard
REMIS cab blackout
6-speed gearbox
Slatted frame in the fixed bed
Rotating driver's and front
passenger's seats

Standard equipment including
package

Powerful appearance: Aerodynamically moulded wheel
arches emphasise the powerful appearance.
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Functional
styling — An eyecatcher with inner
values.

The Bürstner Delfin Performance combines the ride comfort
of a partially integrated model with an ingenious storage
compartment below the living area. Its technical basis is the
Renault Master, combined with the low-frame chassis from
ALKO. This makes the Delfin Performance an ideal motorhome for all those who need lots of room.

27
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Travelling and living: Just turn the driver's and front passenger's seats around, and the front
section of the Delfin is transformed into a cosy seating group for four. Salerno living design.
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Delfin Performance – the strengths:

Dream bathroom: The door to the bathroom
becomes a partition and a generously proportioned bathroom area is created, with a dressing room and separate shower.

Sleeping area: Rear bed with pocketsprung mattress on slatted frame, and
below that the garage.

Utilisation of space:
Kitchen drawers with
elaborate telescopic
extensions for
optimum use of the
full depth of the
cupboard.

+
+
+
+
+
+

Delfin Performance t 715 G
Elaborate 3-colour paint finish,
or alternatively in the Fire
colour option.
Skyroof® roof-light with opening
mechanism (package)
Ideal for winter camping as a
result of its insulating
underfloor storage area
Lots of storage space under
the living area
ALDE hot water heating system
(standard in the t 821,
otherwise an optional extra)
150-litre refrigerator with
separate freezer compartment.
29
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The views:

The floor plans:

The Delfin Performance
demonstrates the meaning of comfort on a
journey. Four floor plans
represent variety. A smart
design guarantees plenty
of attention. The special
Fire paint finish permits
additional individuality.

Delfin Performance t 625

Fire

Delfin Performance t 700

Delfin Performance t 715 G

Delfin Performance t 821 G
Fire

Garage version

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet

Standard

Standard
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The details:

Brief summary:

Extra space:
Underfloor utility
area with room
for the tanks, the
utilities and all
your leisure
equipment.









31



 Underfloor utility

area
 Waste pipe
 Fresh water tank
 Hot air distribution

duct


100 l

 Storage hatch
 Waste water tank
 Entrance

Low-frame chassis

Delfin Performance
package:

√ Oven
with naviga√ Radio
tion system incl.
Europe CD

√

Supplementary
heat exchanger

6002 body
√ Cheating
system
√ Skyroof roof-light

Play on shapes:
Striking rear panel
with roof spoiler
and conspicuous
rear lights.

130 l

Low centre of gravity: 130 litres of
fresh water and
100 litres of waste
water in the underfloor utility area.

®

only 150PS
version

The ideal place for
your sports, leisure
and camping gear.

Electric step –
an integral
component.

Standard equipment including
package
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A quick-change van
for your holiday
— the optimum
combination of best
of two worlds.

The MegaVan is a leisure vehicle that takes an entirely new approach.
It combines the excellent driving characteristics and compact dimensions of a partially-integrated model with the pull-down bed of an
integrated motorhome. This makes it a particularly interesting alternative for people who like something special and who appreciate practical advantages.

33
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Convivial gathering: The table surface area can be enlarged at will. Pilots' seats and
Travel Lounge® bench seat invite you to sit back and relax. novalife® Orange as standard.

Novalife® upholstery
from Bürstner received the
Caravanning Design Award
in 2006.
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MegaVan – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+

Partially integrated motorhome with four
fixed berths
Travel Lounge® bench seat with adjustable
backrest and seat area

MegaVan it 675

Innovative, space-saving toilet compartment
with circular shower
Raised rear bed with storage compartment
below.
Integrated Skyroof® for an interior flooded
with light

35

Intelligent use of
space: Sleeping and
bathroom area in the
rear of the MegaVan.

Innovative: What
takes up hardly
any room when
not in use …
… becomes a
generously proportioned bathroom
with circular shower as soon as the
doors are closed.

Drop-down bed: Just
a few adjustments,
and down comes a
second double bed
with no trouble at
all.

Rear bed: You will
sleep comfortably
here on a pocketsprung mattress
with slatted frame.
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The floor plans:

The views:

Numerous innovative solutions make the
MegaVan a very special kind of motorhome. An open floor plan with fluent
transitions between the individual functions gives a picture of generous space.
The bathroom with its generously proportioned circular shower makes itself
really small when not in use, talking up
hardly any room. The double bed at the
rear is located above a huge, easily
accessible storage compartment with
garage (with optional slide-out).

The MegaVan is distinguished by interesting
styling and colours
that make it a real
eye-catcher. A motorhome that displays its
special character at
first glance.

MegaVan it 675

Garage version

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet
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The details:

Light-giver: Integrated perfectly into the roofline, the Bürstner Skyroof® brings more light
and air into the interior.

Outdoor kitchen: Extralarge kitchen
window with an
extension as a
practical place
to put things in
the open air.

Brief summary:
Convenience:
Electrically extending slide-out for
effortless loading
of the storage
compartment at
the rear (optional
extra).

90 l

Travel Lounge: With a
flick of the wrist, the
backrest changes
from the upright
position for eating to
the comfort position
for travelling and
relaxing. 3 seat positions are possible. The
patented travellounge comes as standard.
Exclusively from
Bürstner!

Large hatch: Side
opening for easy
access to the bike
garage at the
rear (on models
without slideout).

MegaVan – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+
+

130 l

Partially-integrated model with
drop-down bed, and hence four
berths.
Travel Lounge® bench seat
37
Innovative, space-saving toilet
compartment with circular
shower
Raised rear bed with storage
compartment below.
Integrated Skyroof® for an
interior flooded with light
novalife® orange as standard

The use of modern
LED lights gives the
MegaVan additional character.
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Superior travel
— Entry-level option to the integrated motorhome
category.

If you can do without the absolute ultimate
in luxury, the Aviano is a particularly attractive possibility, in terms of price, to experience the benefits of an integrated motorhome.

39
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Comfort with utility: The Aviano, with its transverse rear bed, combines a living space with clearly-structured
functional areas with the particular benefit of a rear garage. Torino living design.
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Bathroom delight: Toilet compartment with particularly generously proportioned shower area.
Sleeping area:
Easy climb up to
the elevated
rear bed.

Aviano – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
Refrigeration
unit: Large
refrigerator with
150-litre capacity
and separate
freezer
compartment.

An integrated motorhome at a
particularly advantageous price
Sophisticated interior design
with furnishings in walnut trim
A choice of 8 design options for
upholstery and textiles (at no
extra charge)

Aviano i 675 G
41

Extremely easy-care novalife®
upholstery available in two
versions (optional extra)
Generous proportions:
Comfortable seating group in
the front section. Table with
pivoting extension to the table
top (optional extra).
Kitchen island:
Compact kitchen
with elegantly
curved base
cabinet and convex top cabinets.
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The floor plans:

The views:

Aviano i 610

As an integrated motorhome,
the Aviano offers a special
driving experience. Its elegant
lines underline the sophisticated
nature of the vehicle. As an
alternative to the classic colour
combination of white with grey
skirts, the Aviano can also be
had in the particularly elegant
Silver and Champagne versions
(optional extras).

Aviano i 650 G

Standard

Aviano i 670

Champagne
Aviano i 675 G

Aviano i 684

Silver

Garage version

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet

Silver

Standard
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The details:

Brief summary:
Healthy sleeping
posture: the pocketsprung mattress
ideally accommodates body-weight
(fixed bed).

Targeted light: "Multi Lux" lighting system with
adjustable halogen reading spotlights, which
can be positioned and aligned just as you like.

Utilisation of space:
The storage compartment under the bed
is accessible from
both inside and out.
90 l

120 l

Aviano – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+

Pocket-sprung mattress
with slatted frame in the
fixed bed.

Entrance:
Electrically
extending
step at the
door.

43

Drop-down bed as
standard, can be lowered
further down.
Drop-down bed with
cold-foam mattress and
slatted frame.
Also available with driver's
and front-passenger's
door.
Kitchen with functional,
fully extending drawers
offering the maximum
storage space. Standard
features

Ready to hand:
Stylish grab handle
next to the door
for easy entry.

Extremely large storage compartment
under the double
bed (depending on
floor plan).
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Stylish elegance
— automobile
expression of an
elevated lifestyle.

The new Elegance represents travelling in
what is probably its most pleasant form. Its
design is determined by clearly drawn lines
and timelessly modern shapes. Its interior
exudes an superior ambience, from furniture
finished to a high quality and comfortable
upholstery for the ultimate in luxury.

45
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The ultimate in convenience and comfort: the seating area in the Elegance sports not only the
travellounge® but also the Reliner sofa with multiple adjustments. Living design Granada.
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Elegance i 685

Cabinet-maker quality:
Furniture with a highquality finish, with convex curved front panels
and real wood edging
strips in Walnut design.

Targeted reading light:
Adjustable halogen
spotlights, which can
be arranged at will on
a lighting rail.

Elegance – the strengths:

Restful sleep: Double bed with
high-quality pocket-sprung
mattress on a flexibly mounted slatted frame. Below that,
a large storage compartment,
accessible from inside and out.
L-shaped kitchen: Generously
proportioned work surfaces
with flush-mounted kitchen
appliances. Optimum use of
storage space thanks to telescopically extending units.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Sophisticated, high-quality
furnishings

47

Textile furnishings in ten design
schemes
Extended storage space provided
by the underfloor utility area
Travel Lounge® bench seat
(depending on floor plan)
Reliner® Sofa with numerous
comfort adjustments
Cold LED reading lights in the
region of the drop-down bed
Reverse driving sensors

Toilet compartment: Sophisticated
ambience and
clever use of
space for your
morning toilet.
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The views:

The floor plans:
Genuine luxury also
takes your very individual requirements into
account. This is why the
Bürstner Elegance is
available in six floorplan versions with
varying characteristics.
They all have fixed
beds in the rear for
healthy sleeping, in
addition to the standard drop-down bed,
plus an extremely comfortable seating area
in the front section
with travellounge®
bench seat and reliner
sofa (depending on
floor plan).

Elegance i 650 G

Elegance i 660

Elegance i 685

Elegance i 695 G

A genuinely elegant
apparition on the
roads of Europe. In
addition to the standard version with a
skirt in metallic
Anthracite running all
the way round, there
are also two particularly elegant variations: Champagne or
Silver.

Standard

Champagne

Elegance i 710 G

Elegance i 821 G

Champagne

Garage version

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet

Silver
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The details:

Brief summary:
Service panel: Digital
display of battery
charge state, water
levels and other
functions.

Eye-catcher:
the third brake
light has been
discreetly
integrated into
the Bürstner
logo.

i 821
4 burners

Low centre of
gravity: 140 litres
of fresh water
and 100 litres of
waste water in
the underfloor
utility area.

Electronic
sensors: The area
behind the
vehicle is monitored by sensors
while reversing,
alerting the driver to every
obstacle.

100 l

140 l

i 821 Alde

49
Garage: Room
for your hobby
gear or camping
accessories. Easy
loading through
two side doors.

Security bonus:
Hartal entrance door
with especially sturdy
fittings.
Eye-catcher: Elegant look
with alloy wheels
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Travel with the
family in mind
Spacious alcove
motorhomes with
room for everyone.

When you are on travelling with family and all your belongings, your
number one requirement is plenty of room. After all, it's not just a
matter of providing everyone with a comfortable bed. You also have
to take an array of sport and leisure equipment with you. As a classic
alcove motorhome, the Bürstner Levanto offers precisely what families want. Intelligent floor plans create lots of freedom of movement
for several people.

51
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Space gained: the
fold-up alcove bed
creates room for a
cosy seating group.
A Reliner bench
seat (optional
extra) offers the
ultimate in comfortable seating.
Living design
Valencia
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Versatile: In the case of the model
with bunk beds, the lower bunk
can be folded up to create additional storage space.

L-shaped kitchen:
Large work surface, lots of
storage space,
plus the TEC Tower
comprising a 150litre refrigerator,
a 26-litre freezer
compartment and
an oven
Levanto A 576

Levanto – the strengths:

Shower delights:
Generously proportioned
bathroom with
separate shower.

+
+
+
+
+

Various floor plans with
comfortable berths for up
to 6 people
Fold-up alcove bed for better
use of space
Alcove height 75 cm
Bunk bed solution, which can
be transformed into a rear
garage in a trice.
Heat-reflective glass in the cab.

53
Alcove:
Generously proportioned sleeping
area above the cab,
with an internal
height of 75 cm.
Skyroof® with
lifting mechanism
and roller blackout
blind.
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The floor plans:

The views:

As an alcove motorhome, the Levanto
offers lots of room on a compact floor
plan. Seven floor plans and various body
lengths provide precisely the correct
solution for every requirement.

The Levanto has
an elegantly
curved alcove,
offering lots of
room and an
internal height
of 75 cm. The
basic finish is in
white with grey
skirts. Alternatively, Silver
or Flamenco
versions are
available.

Levanto
A 530

Levanto
A 574

Flamenco

Standard

Levanto
A 576

Levanto
A 580 G

Levanto
A 625
Standard / Silver

Flamenco

Standard

Levanto
A 640 G

Levanto
A 650

Fixed bed

Kitchen

Seating areas

Table/Cupboards/
Shelves

Bathroom/Toilet

Silver

Standard
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Compact version:
The Levanto A 530
is attractive, with
its generously proportioned seating
group, a spacious
L-shaped kitchen
and a large bathroom at the rear.

The details:
Generously-proportioned
bathroom:
Toilet compartment at the rear
with a separate
shower on one
side and a wardrobe on the
other. A 530.

Levanto – the strengths:

Storage compartment: Easy access
to the rear garage
by means of two
large doors. A 580.

+
+
+
+
+
+

Elegantly curved alcove with
75 cm internal height
Skyroof® fitted as standard for
a bright interior
Two alternative paint finishes
(optional extra in some cases)

Brief summary:

Levanto package:

√
√
√
√

Remis cab blackout
C 6002 heating system
Pilots' seats
Pocket-sprung mattress
(fixed bed)

Washbasin with
special coating
for simple and
rapid cleaning.

90 l

Comprehensive storage space
120 l

High-quality interior furnishings
and fittings. With sturdily
finished furniture
8 upholstery designs at no
extra charge

55

Comfort bonus:
Entrance door with integrated mosquito blind
(optional extra)

Standard equipment including
package
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Really cosy:
Comfortable cushions are the perfect
invitation to a
convivial gathering

Living designs for
feeling good: With
her team. Elke
Steinlein has developed various design
patterns for the textiles used in Bürstner
motorhomes. This
matches how you
experience life, as
well as your very
own sense of style.

Comfortable living and
Revolution: A synthetic fibre that looks
like leather, and even
feels like it too. Built
up of several layers,
and extraordinarily
easy to look after.

Whatever happens, with Novalife®, all it takes is a cloth and some
clean water to wipe away all traces of any little accident.
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Reliner®: The ultimate
upholstered furniture
for entirely stress-free
relaxation. An innovation that is only available from Bürstner
(optional extra, depending on floor plan and
model, standard for
Elegance).

Adjustable: Seat angle,
neck cushion and side
armrests can be adjusted in many ways to
the required seating
posture.

seating
The pilots' seats become
comfortable armchairs in
a trice (in some cases as
standard, in others as
part of a package).

Travel Lounge: With a flick of
the wrist the backrest changes
from the upright position for
eating to the comfort position
for travelling and relaxing.
3 seat positions are possible.
The patented travellounge is
available as an optional extra
in some cases, depending on
floor plan. Exclusively from
Bürstner!

57
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Sleep really well.
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Alcove bed: Excellent
night-time comfort
with generous bed
dimensions, internal
height 75 cm. All
alcove beds with
slatted frame.

Pocket-sprung mattress: Evenly distributed support for body
weight and adaptation to the contours of
the body (package in
some cases).

Just right for the family:
Generously-proportioned
floor plans with bunk beds
for the children.

Single beds: Sleep undisturbed on a pocketsprung mattress with
slatted frame (in some
cases in a package).

Wake up refreshed.
Roller blackout blind: The sun
stays outside for as long as you
want to sleep and not to be
disturbed.

Reading lights: Light
for reading in bed.

Sweet dreams:
generously-proportioned bed and a
mattress that moulds
itself to fit any body
(package in some
cases).

59
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Drawer with telescopic runners for optimum utilisation of
the storage compartment, right into the
furthest corners.

Cooking
An extended breakfast, an uncomplicated
meal with friends – eating is fun, especially in
your leisure time. The functionally equipped
and laid-out kitchens in Bürstner motorhomes
offer the ideal conditions for making cooking
a pleasure too.

TEC-Tower: Large
refrigerator including separate freezer compartment,
with the oven
arranged above it
(optional extra).
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A well-rounded
affair: Elegant styling without any
sharp corners or
edges, with the
optimum useable
storage space.
(depending on the
floor plan)

Utilisation of space: Drawers
with elaborate telescopic
extensions for optimum use of
the full depth of the cupboard.

Tap: Solid
single-lever,
domestic-quality
mixer tap.

just like at home.
Flush-mounted
kitchen appliances with covers

Cooking and baking:
A hob with four
burners (depending
on the model).

An oven for cooking
pleasure just like at
home (not Marano
t 585).
Waste separation,
two extending waste
bins for eco-friendly
disposal (depending
on the model).

Especially practical:
Roomy L-shaped
kitchen with lots of
storage space and
an extended work
surface.
61
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Shower delights:
Spacious bathroom
with sturdy fittings.
Separate shower
with fixed dividing
wall.

A good start
Space gained:
Elegantly rounded
base cabinet with
plenty of room for
towels and
toiletries.

The feeling of freedom: Genuine independence also includes the bathroom in the
motorhome, which in the case of Bürstner is especially smartly and comprehensively
equipped.
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Spacious bathroom 1: The door to the bathroom becomes a partition and a generouslyproportioned bathroom area is created, with a dressing room and separate shower.

Spacious bathroom 2: An interesting solution that takes
up little room and ensures agreeable privacy.

Exemplary positioning of the
spacious bathroom (in this case,
t 715 G)

to the day.
Generous proportions: Spacious
bathroom in the
rear with separate
shower (depending on the
model)

Bubbling delights:
Sturdy, domesticquality hand-held
shower head for a
refreshing shower
(depending on the
model).

Circular shower:
Intelligent use of
space for lots of
elbow room
(depending on
floor plan or
model)

Well thought-out:
Small cabinets with
retaining bars for all
the toiletries that you
like to have with you.

63
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Resistant: The
Hartal entrance
door gives the
motorhome a
particular degree
of security.
This is provided
by, for example,
especially sturdy
door fittings and
resilient, fullmetal hinges.

The comfort features include
wider through-access and an
integrated mosquito grille.
The Hartal door is standard
on the Elegance. It is available on request at an additional charge for the Solano,
Levanto and Aviano model
lines.

Joinery work: edge
strips made of solid
wood.

Behind the cupboard door
under the rear
bed …

Remis cassette
roller blinds:
Blacking out the
cab in a trice
(package in some
cases).

Practical: The sturdy
roof rail helps with
the attachment of
additional roof
boxes (depending
on the model).

Large hatch: Easy
access to the storage
compartment under
the double bed.

... hides a sturdy, unfolding set of steps for an
easy climb into bed.

Utilisation of
space. Drawer in
the bench seat.
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Sophisticated
ambience: Storage
compartments in
two-tone wood
design with
elegantly shape
bow handles.

Modern, functional
furniture design with
push-lock handles
(Illustration: Kitchen
cupboard).
“Multi Lux”: Light rail
for carefully aligned
reading light.

Quality in details.
Fluent, harmonious
transition between cab
and body.

Detail: Sturdy latch
on the door (depending on floor plan).

Media column:
Bracket for a flat
screen (optional
extra), which can
be turned through
180°.

Guarantee
A permanently
installed table,
which us heightadjustable with
no difficulty.

2

Guarantee

year

5

year

Water ingress

Each Bürstner motorhome is covered by a
full warranty for 2
years from the date
of purchase.

5-year water ingress
guarantee, with
annual inspection
(requires payment)

Entrance: Electrically
extending step at the
door.
65
Illustrations / Details not possible for all vehicles.
Package or optional extra in some cases.
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Technology: Renault

Cockpit: Almost like
driving a limousine.
High levels of comfort
and safety.

Sporty looks: Steel wheel rims with
stylish wheel trims.

The new

Renault chassis – the strengths:

+
+
+
+
+
+

modern 2.5-litre dCi engines
Excellent active safety as a
result of ABS and EBD (brake
force distribution)
6-speed gearbox as standard
Comprehensive luxury features
Electronic immobiliser
Driver airbag as standard

Solid basis: the
ultra-modern Renault
Master 3 chassis
with front-wheel
drive. Fitted with
the Renault
Master particle filter
as standard, from
version 150 onwards.

Engine package: Powerful
dCI engines deliver lots of
torque, and power output
up to 107 kW (146 bhp) for
making rapid progress.
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Technology: Fiat
Fiat Ducato Cockpit:
Multiple adjustment
for the seats and
axial adjustment for
the steering wheel.
Functionality from
an ergonomic point
of view.

Safe driving:
Standard camping
tyres on steel rims
with sportily dynamic
wheel trims.

chassis
Fiat chassis – the strengths:

Door mirrors with
built-in indicators.

A new face: the special motorhome model
of the Fiat Ducato.
Striking front end,
with integrated safety
zone for high passive
safety. ABS as standard.

+
+
+
+
+

Specially developed chassis
version for motorhomes
The latest generation of Fiat
Ducato engines
A choice of Light and Heavy
models for different loading
Electric windows and central
locking with remote control
as standard
Multiple adjustment for the
seats and axial steering wheel
adjustment

67
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Digital-compatible: Automatic
satellite dish for a
huge range of
radio and TV
stations. (Not
available
in UK)

Alloy wheels:
a visual eye-catcher
that will make your
motor-home look
even better.

Reliner®: Specially
developed sofa
with multiple comfort adjustment of
the backrest, neck
cushion and armrests. An innovation that you will
only find at
Bürstner.

Hot water heating
system: the comfortable way of
providing
warmth.

Unobstructed view:
The space above the
cab and seating
group is flooded
with light, thanks to
the Skyroof® (standard/package in
some cases).

Never lose your way
again: Blaupunkt radio
with navigation
system, including
Europe CD. Particularly
good value in the
equipment package in
many models (standard in the Elegance).

Novalife®: a durable
material with leather-style looks,
breathing and
stain-resistant,
exclusively available
from Bürstner!
Travel Lounge®: bench
seat with integrated
seat belts and 3-way
adjustable backrest
for the optimum seat
position when eating,
travelling or relaxing.

Baking delights:
many models have
an extra space for
fitting a full oven.
Illustration: TEC
Tower.
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Options
Manoeuvring aid: reverse driving sensors
for reliable monitoring of the space behind
the vehicle.

On-board cinema: TV with LCD flat
screen for information and entertainment. (depending on the model)

Useful rear view:
Reverse driving
camera for
trouble-free
manoeuvring.

Bike rack: Sturdy design for
up to three bikes, securely
attached to the body.

69
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Marano t 580

Solano t 615

2980 kg

3300 kg

Marano t 585

4000 kg

229
230
230

3150 kg

3850 kg

3500 kg

Aviano i 670

723

665

230

230

3190 kg

675

Delfin Performance t 715 G

729

230

230

3500 kg

3200 kg

4000 kg

3500 kg

Aviano i 650 G

716

Solano t 720 G

679

3050 kg

3850 kg

230

230

230

3140 kg

3300 kg

635

Delfin Performance t 700

729

Marano t 640

2970 kg

3130 kg

3500 kg

3850 kg

Aviano i 610

693

Solano t 710

634

3300 kg

3500 kg

230

230

230

3030 kg

3300 kg

673

Delfin Performance t 625

715

Marano t 595

2870 kg

3040 kg

3500 kg

4500 kg

MegaVan it 675

715

Solano t 700

629

3750 kg

3500 kg

230

230

230

3030 kg

3300 kg

822

Delfin t 695 G

715

Marano t 590

2870 kg

2910 kg

3500 kg

Solano t 695 G

614

2810 kg

Delfin Performance t 821 G
680

230

230

230

2780 kg

Delfin t 680

692

230

614

3160 kg

3850 kg

3130 kg

3500 kg
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Aviano i 675 G

Elegance i 685

3200 kg

3500 kg

Aviano i 684

230

Levanto A 650
705

230

3040 kg

4000 kg

3080 kg

3500 kg

Levanto A 576

826

680

4000 kg

691

Elegance i 710 G

Elegance i 650 G

3140 kg

3300 kg

230

3350 kg

3500 kg

714

Levanto A 574

731

230

230

3110 kg

2930 kg

4000 kg

Elegance i 695 G

695

Levanto A 640 G

599

230

230

3130 kg

Levanto A 530

696

230

703

3500 kg

Key

691

230

230

230

Fixed bed

3200 kg

3380 kg

3500 kg

Seating areas

3110 kg

4500 kg

Bathroom/Toilet

3500 kg

Kitchen

Elegance i 821 G

Elegance i 660

Table/Cupboards/Shelves

691

Garage version

230

230

230

Levanto A 580 G

876

711

Kerbside weight (corresponds
to the standard model
without special accessories)
3290 kg

4000 kg

3880 kg

3060 kg

4500 kg

3500 kg

Maximum permissible
laden weight

Levanto A 625
Maximum Seats for
when travelling

230

Floor plans:

691

71
871

External dimensions in cm
(without rear ladder)

3050 kg

3500 kg
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Living design
Malaga
Living design
Amsterdam
At home, you choose the furnishings to
match your taste. It should not be any
different in your new Bürstner motorhome. This is why Bürstner offers you
the freedom to pick precisely the interior which meets your expectations and
reflects your lifestyle. In addition to
high-quality furniture, the character of
a room is predominantly determined by
textile design.

Living design
Granada

Geometric designs trigger associations different from floral patterns,
and shades associated with nature
have an effect on our senses different from powerful, brilliant colours.

Living design
Marokko

Living design
Salerno

Bürstner interior designer Elke
Steinlein has made the most of
these insights, with stylistic confidence, and has translated this into
various design schemes. In line with
the contemporary design trends,
and coordinated with a wide range
of differing tastes. View the collection for the new motorhome season
here, and pick out precisely the textile room design that meets your
expectations.
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Living design Novalife® Brown
(optional extra, with surcharge)

Living design
Torino

Living design
Valencia

Living design Novalife®
Orange
(optional extra, with
surcharge)

Living design
Tokyo

Fabrics

Novalife® upholstery
from Bürstner received the
Caravanning Design Award
in 2006.

In every Bürstner motorhome you have a choice of
10 textile living designs. They are each comprised
of carefully coordinated materials for the upholstery and the other textile elements in the room.
And the nicest thing is, eight of the living designs
are available at no extra charge. The upholstery is
notable for its particularly elaborate workmanship,
the like of which is only to be found at Bürstner in
this degree of consistency. High-quality cushions
are combined with hard-wearing materials so that
you will have many years of undisturbed pleasure
from your motorhome. If required, you can also
order your Bürstner motorhome with innovative
Novalife® upholstery materials. This high-tech
material is available in Brown and Orange versions. It was given the red dot award for outstanding design by the Design Centre of North Rhine –
Westphalia. Novalife® upholstery materials in
Orange are already standard equipment in the
MegaVan. In all the other model series they are
available for an additional charge.
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The company
Bürstner – a success
story
What once started as a joinery workshop
in Kehl-Neumühl has grown into one of
the largest providers of leisure vehicles,
enjoying great popularity throughout
Europe.

1960

With the Delfin, Bürstner entered the world of caravans. It impressed the market from the outset with
1976
its cosy interior.

The range is extended to include the Lux,
which has found a lot of friends among
discerning caravanners.

The first Bürstner motorhome
followed the classic alcove design.

1986

1988

With the first T-model, Bürstner
took up an impressively stylish
construction method.

171402113 - 15 - A1 - 08/06

concept & design: modlich.com gmbh, offenburg
photographs: bornmann & gebert, Fotostudio Schweiger,
printed in germany
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Subject to differences in texture and colour in relation to the illustrated fixtures and fittings, insofar as they are in the nature
of the materials used and are customary. The same applies to technical modifications to the vehicle, provided that the product
quality overall remains equal or is improved, and use is not impaired. Note: It may be necessary to have a special driving
licence in order to drive a motorhome!

Burstner UK
PO Box 164,
Bishop Auckland
DL13 1WZ
Fon: +44 (0) 1388/537960
Fax: +44 (0) 1388/537961

Your Bürstner dealer is looking
forward to seeing you!
GB

Bürstner GmbH
Weststraße 33
D-77694 Kehl
Fon: +49 (0) 7851/85-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7851/85-201
www.buerstner.com

